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What to do today 
 

 
 
 
   
 
1. Read a school report 

• Read Bogdan’s Report.  
• Bogdan has a secret life that his teachers don’t know about. Can you 

work out what it is? (The answer is on the very last page of the pack). 
• Highlight all the parts of the report that are about Bogdan’s secret life.  

 
2. Make up a report 

• Pick one of the Secret Life Characters.   
• Make notes about all the things that go with their secret life and how 

these might show in school.  
• Write a School Report for the character that you have chosen.  
• Show your report to someone else. Can they guess the character’s secret 

life? 
 
3. Read a poem 

• Read Targets by Brian Moses.  
• What four targets does the child set themselves? 
• Imagine you could set yourself any target at all. What would they be? 

Write down your Four Targets.  
 
 

IMPORTANT Parent or Carer – Read this page with your child and check that you are 
happy with what they have to do and any weblinks or use of internet.   
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Bogdan’s Report 

Bogdan has a secret life. What is it? 

Maths Bogdan loves adding but always wants to give his 
answers in metres. When he draws graphs, he 
makes the line go up and up and up some more. 
His favourite shapes are triangles. 

English Bogdan has a very good vocabulary and knows lots 
of words for snow and ice. He writes very realistic 
adventure stories but he always sets these in the 
same place. His handwriting is often shaky as 
though he is trembling with cold!  

Other Subjects Bogdan loves art. His favourite colour is white. I 
wish he would use other colours sometimes.  

He is good at PE but is often slowed down by the 
heavy boots and thick gloves that he always 
wears.  

He made a very good axe in DT.  

Behaviour Bogdan is quite friendly to other children but goes 
off on his own rather a lot.  

He got into trouble for climbing onto the roof of 
the school.  

We were disappointed with him when we found 
he had a penguin in his rucksack. 

Overall 
Comment 

It has been a pleasure to teach Bogdan this year 
but overall the year has been a bit up and down 
for Bogdan.  

We hope he reaches his peak next year.   
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Secret Life 
 

Poppy the Lion Tamer Alex the Clown Victor the Deep-Sea Diver 

Miguel the Trapeze Artist Amelie the Spy Ori the Astronaut 
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School Report  

 

Maths  

English  

Other Subjects  

Behaviour  

Overall 
Comment 
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Targets  

 

My teacher says my targets are:  

 

To write more neatly,  

to spell more words correctly,  

to get more sums right,  

to chatter less  

and to behave myself.  

 

But the targets I set myself  

are far more interesting:  

 

To climb a tree to the top,  

to stop time before my spelling test,  

to think up a disappearing spell  

and try it out on my teacher,  

to leap from up high  

and to defy gravity.  

 

These are my targets,  

the ones I’m aiming to complete  

before next week . . . 

 

by Brian Moses
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Your Four Targets 
What four targets would you set yourself? 
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Bogdan is an Arctic explorer and mountaineer. 
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